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where an IIS on a hosted website will process the
files from the requested url and serve them back to
the requesting device. Customizing Web Site
Behavior Using Pipeline Tags By combining the
Request Response Pipeline Tag with a custom URL
Rewrite rule, you can send a new HTTP request back
to IIS with the original request headers and
parameters, except with the original URL changed to
what you want it to be. For example, if a user
searches your hosted site using the HTTP protocol
request with a URL query string parameter, you can
rewrite that request using IIS with a custom rule like
this: Note: The parameter is passed with the request
headers, but IIS does not pick up the query string, so
you have to add it to the request headers yourself by
using the “queryString” parameter in the
“application/x-www-form-urlencoded” query type.
Customizing Web Site Behavior Using Request
Filters By combining the WebDAV Resource Type
Filter with a custom URL Rewrite rule, you can pass
a request for a URL to a server on a different
hostname, in a different host, or in a different
protocol. Customizing Web Site Behavior Using
Request Filters with Extensible Markup Language By
combining the Request Filter with a custom XML
response that contains the extended description of
the response, you can provide information about a
request to a web application. You can use the
Request Filter to create an XML response that
contains the URL of a resource that cannot be found,
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for example. To do this, you create an XML file that
contains a list of URL information you want to
display in an error response to an HTTP request, and
the Request Filter replaces the URL in the XML
response when the request fails. Note: You can also
use the Response Filter to produce this type of
extended response. Customizing Web Site Behavior
Using Response Filters By combining the Response
Filter with a custom XML file that contains a list of
extended URL information you want to display in a
response, you can modify the request for a URL
before it is sent to a web application. For example,
you can show users a different URL for the same
URL, based on the URI requested. You can also
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